ATHLETIC CUPS AWARDED TO GOLD, JUNIORS

The presentation of the awards by the Buccaneer association on Thursday afternoon at Meredith wood to individuals and to teams brought to a close the initial extra-competitive program sponsored by the association during the past year.

For the second consecutive year the present junior class was awarded the silver loving cup for having the greatest number of points for participation in sports by members of the class. Lela Dowell, class manager and queen of the brown team, received the cup for the class.

The gold cup team was also presented with a silver cup for the successful nine-year run for having the greatest number of points.

Mrs. Brands, queen of the gold cup team, was presented the cup for the team. This was the second time that Miss Burns had held the honor of receiving the cup for her team as last year she was also elected gold loving cup by her teammates.

The individual award for outstanding sportsmanship was awarded to Billie Jennings.

The awards were presented by Miss Angel Knighting, head of the Physical education department.

The officers of the Buccaneer association for next year were presented. They are: Kathy Knighting, president; Roberta Rogers, Mary Pitts Allen, and Elizabeth Stucky. Club officers who spoke briefly were Billie Jennings, Margaret Maynard and June Haddad.

The numbers of the association presented their past president and president for the next year, Kathleen Roberts, with a meek jingle in appreciation for her service and loyalty to the group.

Letters were presented to the following girls for having participated at least three times a week in the athletics program sponsored by the association for the past two years. Margaret Edwards, Billie Boggs, and Billie Jennings. "Nancy White, Carole Wilson, Enid Thurmond, Linda Davis, Kathy Roberts and Martha Williams, representatives, Palma Stewert, Elizabeth Stobbs, Martha Little, Elizabeth McColl, Zita Jo Bailey, Roberta Rogers, and Mary凤瑶．

Frontmen were not eligible for letters but those who survived several months of active participation in sports were Listed: Ladd, Frances Banks, Janet Haddad, Dessie Murphy, Roberta Sloan, Lynsie Smith, Leslie Ballell, and Kathleen Wilson.

(Continued on page 3)

Red Cross Institute held at G.S.C.W. During Week

A training school of the Red Cross chapter, was held at the Red Cross headquarters May 31 through June 1 under the direction of William Carl Hunt, assistant manager of the eastern area of the National Red Cross and State Councils, representatives of North Georgia, discussion in every phase of the Red Cross service were reviewed.

Thirty chapters from Florida, Alabama and Georgia were represented.

The topics for discussion and their representatives were "Health and Safety Activity," by Allen Daguerre, a "Understanding the School" by Jeanne Howard, "Finance of the Red Cross Chapters," by Harrison Henderson,

(Continued on page 4)
The End

It is with something unusual that we write the words for the last issue of the Colonnade for this year. It has been stimulating, the work has been challenging, and there have been many new things that have added to the richness of our lives. We have welcomed the challenge into the writing bookends that we have been working on throughout the year. We are glad that the issue of the Colonnade—a summary of the year—has been finally submitted for printing.

The Colonnade is the voice of the students, and each one of us was ready to make this issue the best it could be. We are grateful for the encouragement given us during the year by the administration and the cooperation from those who have worked on the various sections of the paper. We are also grateful for the suggestions brought about the changes made in the paper, and for the criticism that was so helpful in making the paper better.

The freedom of the press has really been enjoyed by all of us. The work has been challenging, and there have been few rules or restrictions that made it difficult to express our ideas. We are grateful for the opportunity to do so, and hope to continue to do so in the future.

The Colonnade staff would like to express its appreciation to all those who have contributed to the success of the paper in any way, for their support and encouragement. We hope that the paper will continue to be an important part of the college community.

Farewell Message

The Colonnade will be published weekly throughout the year.

And about Fraternity Pins

Boys should be able to get the final draft of the paper as we work to write it. We have been enjoying our experiences in the writing of this paper, and we hope to continue to do so in the future.

Ina Gossip

I love the time of speech. It seems to be the most interesting part of the day. I wonder what you think of it.

Ina Collegiate Prattle

I love the time of speech. It seems to be the most interesting part of the day. I wonder how you like it.

Dr. Bolton Givens

As editor for the Colonnade, I express my appreciation for the work of the staff and committee that have given this issue to us. To be able to work with such a dedicated group of people is a great experience. We are grateful for the encouragement and support of our readers, and we hope to continue to do our best to provide a quality publication.

Athletic Cup Awarded

The Athletic Cup is given to those who have excelled in sports at the college. It is awarded to the men and women who have demonstrated the highest level of accomplishment in athletics.

Identity of Ina

Identity of Ina is not revealed. It is the name used by the unknown author of the 'Ina' column in the paper.

Rosalie Runs Riot

Continued from page 15

As editor for the Colonnade, I express my gratitude for the support and encouragement of our readers. We are grateful for the opportunities we have had to express our ideas and opinions through the pages of the paper. We hope to continue to do so in the future.

The Colonnade will be published weekly throughout the year. If you have any comments or suggestions, please do not hesitate to let us know.
New Officers for Campus Clubs Are Announced

(Continued from page 1)

President: Mary Lillian Murphy, Augusta; vice president: Claudia Llano, Master; secretary: Velia Thompson, Mobile; treasurer: Richard Atalla.

History Club
President: George F. Weaver, Monroe; vice president: William B. Galloway, Mobile; secretary: Frances Knight, Basic Student; treasurer: Elizabeth Chancellor, Mobile.

Physical Education Class
President: Dr. W. W. Douglas, Atlanta; vice president: Miss P. Allen, University; secretary: Miss M. Ramsey, Auburn; treasurer: Paul Strother.

Biology Club
President: Dr. Elton Allen, Tuscumbia; vice president: Robert Price, Columbus; secretary: Miss L. Francis, Atlanta; treasurer: Anna Gear, Bessemer.

New Books Are Added to Library

(Continued from page 1)

The early administration of the People's education fund; and From Jefferson's Receipt Book, "Growth of the American People."" The president has made several resolutions, among which are John Q. Adams' "Blue Flower" and "Veil of Visions.

Rev. L. E. Roberts contributed the "Religious Hymnody," "The Light and Knowledge," and "Bible Study" books in various types.

Dr. J. C. Jones reported that he has been examining the "Bible" two times a week. He said he doesn't think that this is a good thing to do but that it is something that must be done if the students are to be pleased with the class."

New Officers for Clubs

Dear Miss Simone,

Alien by nature, I am writing to you in the hope that you will be able to help me in a matter which is very important to me. I need some advice on how to proceed. I am currently in the process of trying to develop a project for my class. The project is focused on understanding the dynamics of social interactions in a multicultural setting. I have been working on this project for several weeks and have made some progress, but I am finding it challenging to come up with a cohesive and effective plan. I was wondering if you could provide some guidance or feedback on my current approach. I would greatly appreciate your input and expertise.

Best regards,

[Your Name]